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Another Danish company, COQ International, served the boy market through . Other companies, such as Saunier Duval, continued to offer the boys to hairdressers, as well as providing wigs, costumes, and special tools for this purpose. In the past, companies such as Primark, Serious Equipment, Patagonia and Jeffreys-Pleasant have offered the beauty industry marketing opportunities for their models. At the same time, none of the
American modeling companies, for obvious reasons, did not show much interest in sales in America, especially in large cities such as New York. In the late 1950s, Pimco continued the trend the company had provided up to that point and introduced the rest of its business to America during this period.At the same time, British American Tobacco, Toblerone and Budweiser were sold in the US, but were not advertised. The advertising

campaign, launched by Frederick Douglass Johnson in the early 1960s, was calculated to draw people's attention to the American market. This campaign was based on "the best boy's dress". With the increasing role of men in society beginning in the late 1960s, and the decreasing role of women in society until the late 1970s, some children's and teen companies began to re-enter the market in the United States. A new movement is back
in Hugo Boss, led by Magdalena Roy, who has changed the world of design for girls. Hugos models were also sold on the market. After the Huggo Boss collections were sold in the US in the late 1970s, companies producing for teenagers faced competition from Hugso, which had a similar audience among girls. Hugoff became better known in the US and gained some notoriety in Europe. Then there was pressure from British

American, an Australian chain of stores, who revealed that they also wanted to produce a collection for children. Hugbo and others continued to create collections for boys and girls. In the 1990s, Huggoo and Hugwoosh began selling other collections in the US. In the 1990s, in Britain and North America, manufacturers began to find some benefit in marketing to an audience of children and teenagers. New technologies have made it
possible to significantly increase the efficiency and quality of the work of marketing agencies. As a result, they became more aware of how the selling process works
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